WELCOME TO POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL TRAINING!

You will receive emails from the various groups below.

As a medical trainee, you are a doctor of one or more of PGME’s partner teaching hospitals

Your Program Director (PD) or Fellowship Director (FD) and Program Administrator (PA) will be in continuous communication with you for scheduling, evaluations, meetings and more.

Your hospital site’s Medical Education/Medical Affairs office will also be communicating with you for various things such as parking, computer access, pagers and hospital badges.

As a doctor in Ontario, you automatically become a member of PARO

PARO is the official representative voice for Ontario’s residents in training. uOttawa has a group of representatives found here.

As a doctor (with the exception of research fellows), you must receive a license to practice medicine in Ontario

You MUST apply for a CPSO license to begin medical training. Processing time: 3 to 4 months

As all doctors (with the exception of research fellows) in Ontario require CMPA coverage for liability protection

You cannot obtain CMPA coverage until your CPSO license has been issued. Apply for CMPA while your CPSO application is in process. Processing time: 2 to 4 weeks

Log onto the enrollment website with your uOttawa email credentials to review your detailed checklist.

PGME Team
613-562-5413

Risk Management Office
613-562-5800 (2439)

COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS OF ONTARIO (CPSO)

As a doctor in Ontario, you automatically become a member of PARO

PARO is the official representative voice for Ontario’s residents in training. uOttawa has a group of representatives found here.

PARO-CAHO Agreement
paro@paroteam.ca
1-877-979-1183

All doctors (with the exception of research fellows) in Ontario require CMPA coverage for liability protection

You cannot obtain CMPA coverage until your CPSO license has been issued. Apply for CMPA while your CPSO application is in process. Processing time: 2 to 4 weeks

Membership
inquiries@cmpa.org
1-800-267-6522

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RESIDENTS OF ONTARIO (RESIDENTS ONLY)

TEACHING HOSPITALS

Log onto the enrollment website with your uOttawa email credentials to review your detailed checklist.

PGME Team
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Risk Management Office
613-562-5800 (2439)
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As a doctor (with the exception of research fellows), you must receive a license to practice medicine in Ontario
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PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RESIDENTS OF ONTARIO (RESIDENTS ONLY)
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